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ABSTRACT:
The rapid increase in experimental data ,along with recent progress in computational methods has brought
modern biology a step closer towards solving one of the most challenging problems: prediction of protein
function and sequence versus structure similarity. A protein sequence is an important piece of information ,
it becomes more revealing and valuable when compared with others from a variety of different organisms.
Protein function at its most basic level requires understanding of molecular interactions. This paper
presents the up-to-date advances in computational methods for structural pattern discovery and for
prediction of molecular associations. We focused on the role of multiple alignments to identify the most
significant regions of a sequence - Conserved residues . Conserved residues are often key to predicting a
protein function. Going further, by precisely locating these conserved residues in space, provides clues to
their biological roles. The strict conservation of these residues suggests that, they have a specific role in the
protein function , such as participating in an interaction with another protein or a small molecule.
Keywords: Structural pattern ,residues, structure comparison, structural alignment, loops, multiple
structural alignment
increasingly becoming vital instruments in
biological research. Experimentally determined
1. NTRODUCTION:
structures are still unavailable for most proteins.
The goal of Computational Biology is to
understand living systems through calculations at
Yet, due to the Structural Genomics initiative,
the molecular level. In particular, the aim is to
this situation is changing rapidly[1] . The rapid
predict how molecules interact and how they are
increase in the available of three-dimensional
connected and regulated in the living cell. Apart
structural data presents a major challenge of
from data management for the huge amount of
how to best exploit, extract and in particular
biological information, computational biology
predict biologically relevant features towards the
provides an “experimental tool" for obtaining
ultimate goal of predicting protein function, and
information from nature. The interplay between
of putting the set together to produce the
“computational experiments” and conventional
biological system.
biological experiments is an important
The Structure-based drug design is applied to
characteristic of modern biological research.
protein targets with known active/binding sites.
Starting a project with a broad range of
Molecular interactions are predicted by docking
biological experiments may require too many
of small ligands, proteins or nucleic acids.
resources. These may be significantly reduced
Proteins are very important molecules in our
with the help of computational tools.
cells. They are involved in virtually all cell
Consequently,
computational
tools
are
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proteins involved in defending the body from
antigens (foreign invaders). Contractile
Proteins - are responsible for movement. These
proteins are involved in muscle contraction and
movement. Enzymes - are proteins that facilitate
biochemical reactions. They are often referred to
as catalysts because they speed up chemical
reactions. Hormonal Proteins - are messenger
proteins which help to coordinate certain bodily
activities.Structural Proteins - are fibrous and
stringy and provide support. Storage Proteins store amino acids. Transport Proteins - are
carrier proteins which move molecules from one
place to another around the body. [2]

functions. Each protein within the body has a
specific function. Some proteins are involved in
structural support, while others are involved in
bodily movement, or in defense against germs.
Depicting the structure and function of the
protein leads to finding the drug that leads to
modeled
protein.
2. TYPES OF PROTEINS
Proteins vary in structure as well as function.
They are constructed from a set of 20 amino
acids and have distinct three-dimensional shapes.
Below is a list of several types of proteins and
their functions - Antibodies - are specialized
3.
EXISTING
METHODS
FOR
STRUCTURE/SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

NCBI(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The FASTA
sequences(APOE - Apolipoprotein E) are
collected for 10 different organisms with their
identifiers as shown below:

Protein surface/interface analysis is used to
reveal the structure-property relationship of
interacting molecules[3,4]. Recognition of a
structural core common to a set of protein
structures can serve as a basis for homology
modeling [5] and for structural classification [6].
However, several studies have shown that
sequence analysis alone may lead to
unsatisfactory results [7]. Even at 75%protein
sequence identity, structural alignment is more
reliable [8]. In addition, Russel et al. [9]
presented examples of similar binding sites
found in analogous proteins (proteins that
converge to the same folding motif without
having any common ancestor).
4.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Homo Sapiens
Mus musculus
Rattusnorvegicus
Xenopustropicalis
Bos Taurus
Sus scrofa
Pan troglodytes
Pongo pygmaeus
Gorilla gorilla
Hylobates lar

NP_000032.1
CAJ18420.1
NP_620183.2
AAH75258.1
NP_776416.1
NP_999473.1
NP_0010090071
AAG28580.1
AAG28579.1
AAG28581.1

The multiple alignment of these sequences are
created using the tool Tcoffee.(igs-server.cnrsmrs.fr/Tcoffee)[10]. The results of Tcoffee form
appears in the Table below.
This displays the multiple alignment in color
with the most reliable regions in red. The table
clearly reveals a segment of strictly conserved
(invariant) residues shared by all these APOE
proteins.

PROPOSED
METHOD
FOR
STRUCTURE/SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The interplay between multiple alignments and
structural analysis is illustrated using
the example of APOE protein sequences (of
relatively unknown function).The protein
sequences
are
collected
from
SCORE=97
*
BAD AVG GOOD
*
gi|4557325|ref| : 98
gi|71059753|emb : 98
gi|162287337|re : 97
gi|49522289|gb| : 93
gi|27806739|ref : 97
gi|47523674|ref : 96
gi|57113897|ref : 98-
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gi|11066425|gb| : 98
gi|11066420|gb| : 98
gi|11066430|gb| : 98
cons
: 97
gi|4557325|ref| ----MKVLWAALLVTFLAGCQAKVEQAVETEPEPELRQQTEWQSG
gi|71059753|emb ----MKALWAVLLVTLLTGCLAE--------GEPEVTDQLEWQSN
gi|162287337|re ----MKALWALLLVPLLTGCLAE--------GELEVTDQLPGQSD
gi|49522289|gb| ARRTMKLMILLLTLGLLAGAQARSLFR--------------DAPK
gi|27806739|ref ----MKVLWVAVVVALLAGCQADMEGELGPE-EPLTTQQPRGKDS
gi|47523674|ref ----MRVLWVALVVTLLAGCRTEDEPGPPPE-VHVWWEESKWQGS
gi|57113897|ref ----MKVLWAALLVTFLAGCQAKVEQVVETEPEPELHQQAEWQSG
gi|11066425|gb| ----MKVLWAALLVTFLAGCQAKVEQVVETEPEPELRQQAEWQSG
gi|11066420|gb| ----MKVLWAALLVTFLAGCQAKVEQAVETEPEPELHQQAEWQSG
gi|11066430|gb| ----MKVLWAALLVTFLAGCQAKVEQAVEPEPEPELRQQAEWQSG
cons

*: : : : :*:*. :

gi|4557325|ref| QRWELALGRFWDYLRWVQTLSEQVQEELLSSQVTQELRALMDETM
gi|71059753|emb QPWEQALNRFWDYLRWVQTLSDQVQEELQSSQVTQELTALMEDTM
gi|162287337|re QPWEQALNRFWDYLRWVQTLSDQVQEELQSSQVTQELTVLMEDTM
gi|49522289|gb| TKWETALDSFWLTVNKMEEAADEARAKMKDSPISKELDGLIKDTM
gi|27806739|ref QPWEQALGRFWDYLRWVQTLSDQVQEELLNTQVIQELTALMEETM
gi|47523674|ref QPWEQALGRFWDYLRWVQSLSDQVQEELLSTKVTQELTELIEESM
gi|57113897|ref QRWELALGHFWDYLRWVQTLSEQVQEELLSSQVTQELTALMDETM
gi|11066425|gb| QRWELALGRFWDYLRWVQTLSEQVQEELLSSQVTQELTALMDETM
gi|11066420|gb| QRWELALGRFWDYLRWVQTLSEQVQEELLSSQVTQELTALMDETM
gi|11066430|gb| QPWELALGRFWDYLRWVQTLSEQVQEELLSSQVTQELTALMDETM
cons

** **. ** :. :: :::.: :: .: : :** *:.::*

gi|4557325|ref| KELKAYKSELEEQLTPVAEETRARLSKELQAAQARLGADMEDVCG
gi|71059753|emb TEVKAYKKELEEQLGPVAEETRARLGKEVQAAQARLGADMEDLRN
gi|162287337|re TEVKAYKKELEEQLGPVAEETRARLAKEVQAAQARLGADMEDLRN
gi|49522289|gb| EELSIYAEDMKSKVSPMAQDAQQRFTEEVSALADKLKSDMEDTKN
gi|27806739|ref KEVKAYKEELEGQLGPMAQETQARVSKELQAAQARLGSDMEDLRN
gi|47523674|ref KEVKAYREELEAQLGPVTQETQARLSKELQAAQARVGADMEDVRN
gi|57113897|ref KELKAYKSELEEQLTPVAEETRARLSKELQAAQARLGADMEDVRG
gi|11066425|gb| KELKAYKSELEEQLTPVAEETRARLSKELQAAQARLGADMEDVRG
gi|11066420|gb| KELKAYKSELEEQLTPVAEETRARLSKELQAAQARLGADMEDVRG
gi|11066430|gb| KELKAYRSELEEQLTPVAEETRARLSKELQAAQARLGADMEDVRG
cons
*:. * .::: :: *:::::: *. :*:.* :: :**** .

MMDB card for the protein structure is
displayed ahead.

3: MATERIAL AND METHODS:
3.1: DISPLAYING THE PDB STRUCTURE
A protein model is created that can be rotated
around and analyzed in parallel with its
sequence. The structure of the protein model is
depicted using the structure server of NCBI.
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The invariant residues that were present in the
Multiple sequence alignment can be viewed
simultaneously in the 3-D structure . The
corresponding
segment
is
immediately
highlighted in Bright Yellow in the sequence and
in the structure simultaneously.

Sequence order independent methods can be
used to detect conserved 3D motifs in the protein
interior, on protein surfaces or in protein-protein
interfaces. The different measures of protein
structural similarity can be used to classify
known protein structures. Different protein
structure databases have been constructed based
on the master database of the Protein Structure
Databank (PDB).The most popular databases are
SCOP, CATH and FSSP.SCOP [11]
Here, we discuss the more difficult tasks:
relating SEQUENCE AND STRUCTURE
interactively. The 3-D display of the APOE of
the (apolipoprotein E) protein structure (1YA9)
is displayed below .

The region highlighted in yellow in the 3-D
structure of the protein APOE shows, the highly
conserved region.

The 3-D protein structure that corresponds to the
1YA9 PDB entry is displayed in a live window
along with MMDB structure summary. The
protein in the window can be spinned around by
moving the mouse pointer. The sequence viewer
window is displayed below the live molecule .
this window displays the protein sequence
associated with the PDB entry. We have the
sequence of Apolipoprotein E molecule.

The above figure shows that the segment(highly
conserved region) occurs in a LOOP, well
60
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exposed at the surface of the molecule . Surface
loops are notorious for being the most variable
parts of the proteins. They are more free to
mutate. The strict conservation of these residues
suggests that they have a specific role in the
protein function, such as participating in an
interaction with another protein or a small
molecule.
Consequently, the accuracy of loop modeling
[12] is a major factor determining the usefulness
of comparative protein structure models
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